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Tossups
 1. In general, the first three are saddle points of the potential function.  The Coriolis force causes the last two to be stable so long as the mass ratio involved is at least approximately 25, and all are solutions of the restricted three-body problem.  In the most familiar example the fourth and fifth are two months behind and ahead of the Earth, while the third is directly behind the Sun.  For 10 points, name these five equilibrium points where a small mass can orbit at a fixed distance from two larger masses.
ANSWER:	Lagrange Points

2. It was purchased along with the 22-acre Keith Lot, and mortgaged to Josiah Quincy and Daniel Wilder the same day to secure six thousand dollars.  Each five-hundred-dollar share of stock guaranteed the tuition of one child, and it was officially titled an “Institute in Agriculture and Education.”  Strong believers in wide distribution of labor and plenty of leisure time, it was directed by George Ripley and based upon theories of Charles Fourier.  Bronson Alcott and Ralph Waldo Emerson visited, for 10 points, what utopian community associated with Transcendentalism?
ANSWER:	Brook Farm Institute in Agriculture and Education

3. Acquiring its modern form in late 19th century Bavaria and Austria, this instrument became briefly popular throughout Europe as the result of virtuoso Johann Petzmayer’s concerts.  Used to score the entire soundtrack to Carol Reed’s famous noir film The Third Man, it can be played with a plectrum, a bow, or with bare hands.  For 10 points, name this instrument consisting of a simple wooden box across which 30 to 40 strings are stretched.
ANSWER:	Zither

4. The opening part of this work describes the author’s youth as full of gambling, dueling, and debauchery. Despite his high standing in society and the success of his novels, the author feels that his life is meaningless and describes numerous attempts at suicide. In the end, though, he finds solace in the orthodox church and is able to return to writing. Written two years after the publication of Anna Karenina, this is, FTP, what spiritual autobiography of Leo Tolstoy, modeled on a work by St. Augustine?
ANSWER: The Confession or Ispoved’

5. Located in the Sentinel Range, it has only been climbed by approximately 400 mountaineers, and it was not conquered until December 1966, even though it is only considered a moderately difficult climb.  Its position in the Ellsworth Mountains gives it its -average yearly temperature well below zero degrees Fahrenheit, and the remoteness of the site keep all but the most diehard climbers away.  For 10 points, name this peak, the tallest point in Antarctica.
ANSWER:	Vinson Massif

6. Gerald of Wales called this work “a book of lies,” though he used it in his Journey through Wales as justification for a Welsh archbishop.  The author of it became bishop of St. Asaph in Wales shortly before his 1155 death, and the work begins with the Trojans Brutus and Corineus defeating a group of giants who inhabited the island of Albion.  Other famous passages include the destruction of a tower built by the wicked Vortigern, the prophecies of Merlin, and accounts of Uther Pendragon and his son Arthur.  For 10 points, name this most famous work of Geoffrey of Monmouth.
ANSWER: History of the Kings of Britain or Historia regum Britanniae

7. He obtained his sword after slaying the eight headed snake Koshi, but his son Okuni-Nushi eventually stole it from him.  Besides slaying monsters, he also cured plagues and conquered Korea.  His anger blackens the sky and outrages the kami along with his sister and consort, Amaterasu.  FTP, identify this son of Izanagi, the Japanese god of storms and the ocean.
ANSWER: Susanowa (ACC: Susanoto, Susa-No-O, Susa-No-Wo)



8. Some scholars claim that this legal doctrine gained prominence as a result of the establishment of a set court hierarchy in the early 19th century, while others see its emergence earlier in the rise of the printing press, which made judicial decisions seem more permanent than they actually were.  For 10 points, name this view, described by a two word Latin phrase, which states that a court should adhere to precedent and avoid making new law whenever possible.	
ANSWER: Stare decisis (prompt on any English translation)

9. The protagonist of this work is actually a shy, timid boy, but he is transformed into a hero by the people of the village to which he flees after thinking he has killed his father with a blow to the head.  In the village he wins a mule race and the hand of the lovely Pegeen Mike, and all is going well until his father comes back to get him, and he is not dead, only bandaged.  FTP, these are some of the happenings in what 1907 play concerning the young Christy Mahon, written by John Millington Synge?
ANSWER:  The Playboy of the Western World

10. The Simpsons has had her as a guest star more than any other person even though she has only played one role. Her other acting credits include those of Carol Bondurant, the secretary on The Bob Newhart Show and Maggie Hawley, the maid on Trey Parker and Matt Stone’s sitcom That’s My Bush!  For 10 points, who is this redheaded actress, the voice of 4th grade teacher Edna Krabappel?
ANSWER:	Marcia Wallace

11. He once wrote that his idea of an agreeable person was a person who agreed with him. He organized the Conservative Central Office and, earlier, the watchdog group Young England.  “Corningsby” and “Sybil” are among his novels, and he served as chancellor of the Exchequer under Lord Derby.  The purchase of the Suez Canal, the championing of the Reform Act of 1867, and the unsuccessful fight to repeal the Corn Laws are associated with, for 10 points, what 19th-century conservative British Prime Minister?
ANSWER:	Benjamin Disraeli

12. In the conclusion the author claims he has said nothing contrary to good manners or the word of God.  Two of the last three chapters concern demonology and darkness from vain philosophy, and the first two chapters are titled “Of Sense” and “Of Imagination”.  Organized into three parts, the last two of which are given the titles of “Of Commonwealth” and “Of a Christian Commonwealth”, this is, for 10 points, what 1660 work whose most famous adjectives are “nasty”, “brutish”, and “short”, written by Thomas Hobbes?
ANSWER:	The Leviathan

13. The Fibonacci numbers can be found by a series of parallel lines.  A Sierpinski arrangement can be created by a simple shading rule.  Much easier to find are figurate numbers.  Dating back to ancient China, it can also be used to find coefficients arising from a binomial expansion, and the powers of two are the sums of successive rows.  This is, for 10 points, what arrangement of numbers named for a French mathematician?
ANSWER:	Pascal’s triangle

14. In an unexpected role reversal, one of the main characters writes a bestselling memoir of her life, while the man who has fallen in love with him becomes a trapeze artist and eventually regrets his decision to marry her.  She is an unsophisticated chorus girl, and he is a shy young genius.  Marcia Meadows and Horace Tarbox appear in, for 10 points, what short story by F. Scott Fitzgerald?
ANSWER:	Head and Shoulders

15. Although the black and white suits are a reference to John Woo’s Yinghung Bunsik 2, the storyline is taken from Ringo Lam’s Long Hu Feng Yun. Centering around the aftermath of a botched diamond heist and presented mostly in flashbacks, the plot follows a gut-shot undercover cop and the member of the group he befriends. For 10 points, name this 1992 movie in which the main characters all call each other by color, the last movie Lawrence Tierney made, and the first by Quentin Tarantino.
ANSWER:	Reservoir Dogs



16. They were first observed in 1802 by William Hyde Wollaston, and are caused by selective absorption of stellar radiation at specific wavelengths upon its entering an atmosphere. Classified by brightness on an alphabetic scale from A to G,  about 25,000 of them are known to exist in the solar spectrum between the wavelengths of 2,950 and 10,000 angstroms.  FTP, identify these dark lines often used in spectroscopic analysis, named after a German physicist.
ANSWER: Fraunhofer lines

17. Legend held he was the magician brother of Merowech, the founder of the Merovingian dynasty. In the French medieval poem, Huon de Bordeaux, his magic powers allow the hero to accomplish a seemingly impossible quest. An English translation of this poem provided the version of his name which would appear in a namesake work by Ben Jonson and a play by William Shakespeare.  FTP identify this high king of the fairies and husband of Titania.
ANSWER: Oberon

18. He wrote the libretto to Purcell’s opera King Arthur, and plays of his include 1675’s Aurung-Zebe, a musical adaptation of Milton’s Paradise Lost, Marriage a la Mode, and an adaptation of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra entitled All for Love.   Other major works include his 1697 translation of Virgil, the allegory The Hind and the Panther, and the satire Absalom and Achitophel.  FTP name this English writer, who in 1668 became the first official poet laureate of England.
ANSWER:  John Dryden

19. Born December 5, 1946 in Barcelona, Spain, he studied Chemistry at the University of Barcelona, intending to enter the family cosmetics business, only deciding to make a career out of his hobby after winning the Verdi Singing Competition in 1971.  For 10 points, name this opera singer, who nearly died of leukemia in 1987, but later went on to partner with Luciano Pavarotti and Placido Domingo, the third and perhaps least well known of The Three Tenors.
ANSWER: José Carreras

20. Its brightest star, Thuban, was the Pole Star in 2800 B.C., and historical records suggest it was even visible during the day.   The site of the Cat’s Eye Nebula and the rectangular asterism known as “The Lozenge”, this constellation covers 1,083 square degrees, making it the ninth-largest constellation.  Currently located approximately 30 degrees from Polaris, this describes, FTP, what circumpolar constellation associated with Tiamat by the Babylonians and Ladon by the Greeks?
ANSWER: Draco

21. Drafted in response to the Crime of '73, it was introduced by a Missouri Representative. A Senator from Iowa added a provision limiting the amount purchased to 4 million dollars per month. President Hayes and his successors weakened its effect by purchasing the minimum amount of bullion, and it was supplanted by an 1890 act. FTP name this 1878 act passed to provide for coinage of silver. 
ANSWER: Bland-Allison Act




Bonuses
1. Identify the following 16th century English dramas for ten points each.
A.  The earliest known English comedy, this Nicholas Udall work written as early as 1541 revolves around the title character, a cowardly braggart, and his friend Matthew Merrygreek, who convinces him to call upon the engaged widow Christian Constance. 
ANSWER: Ralph Roister Doister 
B.  This 1592 Marlowe work concerns the imprisonment and murder of the titular English king and his homosexual companion, Piers Gaveston.
ANSWER:  The Troublesome Reign and Lamentable Death of Edward II, King of England
C.  Ben Jonson’s not-so-popular sequel to a similarly themed 1598 play, it concerns the foolish “humors” of Sagliardo, Fungioso, and Sir Fastidious Brisk.
ANSWER: Every Man out of His Humour 

2. Answer the following about books that are not officially part of the Bible, for 10 points each.
A.	In this book the title figure thwarts the brutal general Holofernes by the simple expedient of cutting his head off.
ANSWER:	Judith
B.	In this book, Raphael helps the title figure deal with the demon Asmodeus
ANSWER:	Tobit
C.	This term used to describe the Apocryphal books indicates that they were not originally accepted by theologians.
ANSWER:	deuterocanonical

3. Give the monomers that form the following polymers, for 10 points each.  
A.	amylose
ANSWER: alpha glucose
B.	Teflon
ANSWER: 1,1,2,2-tetrafluroethylene (accept 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethene, grudgingly)
C.	nylon-6,6 is composed of two monomers.  Name either.
ANSWER: adipic acid (accept hexanedioic acid) or hexamethylene diamine (1,6-hexanediamine)

4. Name these artistic families FTPE. 
A. Pietro was best known for paintings such as “Madonna and Child” and “Birth of the Virgin,” while younger brother Ambrogio is the author of the “Allegories of Good and Bad Government” in the Public Palace of Siena.
	ANSWER: Lorenzetti
B. Father Hans and Uncle Sigmund were both conservative German painters of the late Gothic period, while son Ambrosius died before reaching maturity as an artist. The youngest son, court-painter to Henry VIII, is renowned for realistic portraits.
	ANSWER: Holbein
C. Grandmother Maria was a successful miniaturist in Brussels, while both son and grandson were popular painters of daily life. Father Pieter is best known for works like “The Tower of Babel,” “The Peasant Dance,” and “Hunters in the Snow.”
	ANSWER: Bruegel

5. Know your East German politicians for ten points apiece.
A.  He became head of state in 1989 after widespread demonstrations and was the last communist president of East Germany.  In 1997 he was sentenced to six years in prison for manslaughter in connection with the deaths of E. Germans trying to flee to the west during communist rule.
ANSWER:  Egon Krenz
B.  Egon Krenz was the longtime protégé of this man, who was in charge from 1973 until 1989, and three weeks after his overthrow the Berlin Wall fell.  He died in exile in Chile in 1994.
ANSWER: Erich Honecker
C.  Honecker succeeded this Stalinist as head of the Council of State after his death in 1973.  During his tenure the Berlin Wall was built, and he helped establish E. Germany’s economy and its recognition by the free world.
ANSWER:  Walter Ulbricht

6. Given an American river, identify the two states of which it forms a border, for 10 points all or nothing.
A.	Sabine River
ANSWER:	Texas and Louisiana
B.	St. Croix River
ANSWER:	Minnesota and Wisconsin
C.	Columbia River
ANSWER:	Washington and Oregon

7. Given an animal, give the order to which it belongs, 5-5-10-10
A [5] The author’s dog
ANSWER: Carnivora
B [5]  The killer bee
ANSWER: Hymenoptera
C [10]  The manatee
ANSWER: Sirenia 
D [10]  The termite
ANSWER: Isoptera

8. Identify these 19th century French short stories FTSNOP.
A (5). A poor couple borrow the title object from a friend, lose it, and sink into poverty while trying to replace it, only to discover in the end that it was a cheap imitation, in this Guy de Maupassant story.
ANSWER: The Necklace or Le Collier
B (10). This Gustave Flaubert story chronicles the life of the servant girl Felicity and her relationship to the family of her mistress, Mamade Aubain.
ANSWER: A Simple Heart or Un Coeur Simple
C (15). In this short story by L’Isle-Adam [lille-aDAHM), the title character tells a stranger that being deaf has given her the ability to look into men’s souls.
ANSWER: The Unknown Woman, or L’Inconnue

9. Know your Mogul emperors, for ten points each.
A. The father of Akbar,  he died in 1556 after falling down the stairs in his library;he is also known for his magnificent mausoleum, which became a model for the Taj Mahal.
ANSWER:  Humayun
B.  This Mogul emperor gave himself the kingly title “Alamgir,” which translates as “the man who stands astride the world.”  During his reign, which lasted from 1658-1707, the empire reached its greatest extent, but it was doomed to failure under his successors.
ANSWER: Aurangzeb or Aurangzibe
C. The father of Aurangzeb, his reign is famous for its high level of artistic splendor, as epitomized in its literature and painting.  He is perhaps best known however for his architectural legacy.
ANSWER: Shah Jahan

10. At a 1987 party, a British philosopher stopped a famous athlete from raping a soon-to-be-famous model.  For 10 points each, name these people involved.
A.	Name the athlete, a boxer who reportedly asked the philosopher: “Do you know who the fuck I am?”
ANSWER:	Mike Tyson
B.	Name that philosopher, the author of Language, Truth, and Logic, who replied: “And I am the former Wykeham Professor of Logic. We are both pre-eminent in our field; I suggest that we talk about this like rational men.”
ANSWER:	A.J. Ayer
C.	Name the 17 year old model from south London who was then just starting her career.
ANSWER:	Naomi Campbell





11. 30-20-10.  Name the German philosopher from works.
[30] Thoughts on Death and Immortality, The Essence of Faith According to Luther
[20] Principles of the Philosophy of the Future
[10] The Essence of Christianity
ANSWER: Ludwig Feuerbach

12. Name the following paintings from clues, 10 points each:
A.	A burning candle, some oranges, a mirror, and a signature are famous elements of this 1434 double portrait.
ANSWER:	The Arnolfini Wedding
[Note:  the painting has no formal title.  Accept any answer suggestive of the fact that some Arnolfinis are getting hitched.]
B.	Five ashen-faced figures are featured in this 1995 Van Gogh work; the second from the right holds up one of the title objects, while the rightmost pours drinks. 
ANSWER:	The Potato Eaters
C.	This early 1932 Frida Kahlo painting illustrates the suffering she endured after a car accident which nearly shattered her spine.  She is strewn on a bed, her blood vessels attached to, among other objects, a snail, a baby, and a purple flower.
ANSWER:	Henry Ford Hospital  (or La Cama Volando (The Flying Bed))

13. Identify the following related to crossing-over during meiosis for ten points each.
A.  This is the X-shaped structure, visible under a microscope, that indicates the crossover point between non-sister chromatids.
ANSWER:  chiasma or chiasmata
B.  This is the eponymous term for the 4-stranded intermediate at the branch point, the molecular version of the chiasma, in which two strands are normal and two are heteroduplex.  
ANSWER:  Holliday junction or structure
C.  One of the initial steps in forming a Holliday junction is the unwinding of the two strands of the DNA duplex, a process performed by this class of enzyme
ANSWER: DNA helicases or DNA gyrases

14. Identify the following from the Anime series Cowboy Bebop on 15 - 5 basis.
A.	15:	The theme song, performed by Yoko Kanno and the Seatbelts.
5:	The song shares its name with a vehicle the Germans might call a panzer.
ANSWER:	Tank! 
B.	15:	The crew's dog, a Welsh Corgi
5:	His name sounds like the suffix used in chemistry for carbon compounds with triple bonds.
ANSWER:	Ein

15. For 10 points each, identify the Aristophanes play from a description: 
A.        Strepsiades tries to worm his way out his debts with the help of Socrates' dubious reasoning. 
Answer:        The Clouds 
B.        Contracleon tries to stop his father Procleon from serving on juries.  Procleon becomes a drunken party animal instead. 
Answer:         The Wasps 
C.        The main characters' names are usually translated as Makemedo and Goodhope.  They try to convince the title animals to found a city of their own. 
Answer:        The Birds

16. Identify the following legal terms for 10 points each.
A.	A written declaration made under oath in front of a notary public or other authorized officer.
ANSWER:	Affadavit
B.	A rule of evidence whereby a person is barred from denying the truth of a fact that has already been settled.  Avid fans of Law & Order may remember an episode that discussed the “collateral” kind.
ANSWER:	Estoppel
C.	The right to take and hold or sell the property of a debtor as security or payment for a debt or duty.
ANSWER: 	Lien

17. Most Democrats and some moderate Republicans objected to several provisions in the recent Homeland Security bill.  Answer the following about these controversial stipulations for the stated number of points:
A.	One provision would federally impose limits on litigation against what industry?
ANSWER:	Pharmaceutical (or Drug industry)
B.	One provision permits government contracts to go to companies that do what to avoid paying some corporate taxes?
ANSWER:	Reincorporate in tax havens (or move offshore or equivalents)
C.	One provision practically guarantees what college to be a site of a homeland security research center?
ANSWER:	Texas A&M University

18. Identify the following medieval barbarian tribes for 15 points each:
A.	Known to the Chinese as the Juan-Juan, these barbarians succeeded in driving the Gepids and Lombards out of Eastern Europe.  Nearly capturing Constantinople in the early 7th century, they were soundly defeated by Charlemange in 791.
ANSWER:	Avars
B.	Many of the members of this barbarian tribe were Arian Christians, and fought with Rome against other tribes such as the Huns.  Under their most famous leader, Theodoric, they saved Italy from Odoacer’s menacing army.  Justinian finally wiped them out in the 6th century.
ANSWER:	Ostrogoths

19. Thirty stocks make up the Dow Jones Industrial Average.  Name these lesser-known members for 10 points each.
A.	This heavy equipment and engine manufacturer is the world’s largest producer of construction equipment.
ANSWER:	Caterpillar
B.	It is the world's largest producer of primary aluminum, fabricated aluminum, and alumina.
ANSWER:	Alcoa
C.	If I told you what it made, it would give away the answer, but let's just say the company claims it "manages [its] forests in an environmentally responsible way."
ANSWER:	International Paper

20. Answer the following concerning the election of 1880 for ten points apiece.
A.   Roscoe Conkling was the leader of this group of Republicans that sought to achieve a third term for Ulysses S. Grant.
ANSWER  Stalwarts
B.  This group of Republicans was the rival to Conkling’s Stalwarts and was led by John Sherman, among others.
ANSWER:  Half-breeds
C.  Before the compromise candidate of James Garfield was agreed upon, the Half-breeds had sought the nomination for this Secretary of State.
ANSWER:  James G. Blaine

21. Identify these ancient Latin writers for ten points each.
A.  He is mainly known for his 16 Satires written in the early 2nd century AD, which concern the vices and corruption of Rome under the emperors Domitian, Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian.
ANSWER: Juvenal or Decimus Junius Juvenalis
B.  Like Juvenal, he also wrote books of satires, but this 1st century BC writer’s most famous work is probably Ars Poetica.
ANSWER:  Horace or Quintus Horatius Flaccus
C.  Among this writers early works of history are his biography of his father-in-law, known as the Agricola, and his description of various barbarian tribes north of the Rhine, known as the Germania.
ANSWER:  Publius Cornelius Tacitus



